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Abstract  
 

Green computing is an  efficient practice of  producing , designing , utilizing  

the computer assests in an environmentally conscious way , improving the 

efficiency of operations on computers  along with scaling down  it's harmful  

impact on mankind and nature. Green computing, often  known as “ green IT 

” is an upcoming innovation  towards the minimization  of  perilous  

materials  to preserve our environment from the ill impacts of the computer, 

CPU, servers and other electronic gadgets. [2]Green computing aims at 

reducing the use of precarious materials, maximizing energy efficiency 

within the shelf life of the product and promoting the idea of recyclability of 

obsolete products and discarded items. Green computing can also develop 

outcomes which provide benefits by integrating all IT processes and 

practices with the 3 core principles of sustainability, which are to reduce, 

reuse, and recycle. Sustainable development is the need of the hour. 

Sustainable development means development without damaging the 

requirements of the future generations by preventing the resources from 

being diminished. With the advancement of IT sector, the question of 

sustainability of our environment had been a prime concern for governments 

and organizations worldwide which led to the origin of the concept of green 

computing. Green computing not only reduces the energy consumption but 

also aims at minimizing pollution, hazardous diseases, lowering power bills 

and diminishing the global warming impact on environment. In order to 

implement the green computing practices and promote them, we need to get 

awared about the various technologies promoting green computing that 
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are available in the market. Then only we can contribute in preservation of 

our nature and the natural resources. This paper will be beneficial in 

spreading the awareness about this new technology. This research paper 

deals with the impact of IT on our environment and we will look for some 

stringent steps which we can take or have been recently implemented to 

promote the green computing concept.  

  

Keywords: Green IT, perilous materials, sustainability, Green Computing, 

Energy Consumption. 

 

1 What Is Green Computing? 
 

Green computing is a new technology that emphasis on  environmentally 

consious use of computers  and their other related devices  resulting in 

reduction of hazardous material, preventing IT to become a major cause for 

global warming and thus conserve our environment . The concept of green IT 

emerged in the 90’s when the Energy Star Program was launched by US 

environment protection energy. [1]Computers and other electronic devices 

such as air conditioners, etc. are categorized according to Energy star label. It 

reduces the energy consumption and drastically maximizes the efficiency of 

the devices. Green computing is an idea concerned with the manufacturing, 

usage and disposal of the Computers with no harmful impact on 

environment. It is very appaling to note that 70 percent of the total energy is 

used up by those computers which are not in proper use but are still switched 

on and that consumed energy is one of the major reasons of the greenhouse 

gas (CO2) emission, thus becoming a major cause of global warming. In 

such an alarming situation, green computing emerge as a ray of hope in the 

direction of protecting environment. Some of the simple practices we can 

follow include purchasing gadgets from environmentally committed 

companies, deploying virtual technologies and limiting printing and 

recycling paper [26]. We can also spread awareness regarding green 

computing among our family, friends and colllegues and being a responsible 

citizen we must promote and participate in electronic recycling programs 

[26-27]. Thus to preserve our environment from being deteriorated we need 

to implement strategies of green computing. Figure 1 shows Green 

Computing. 

  

. 
Figure 1 Green Computing [9] 
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1.1 Green Computing: a Boon to nature 
 

1. Techniques of green computing minimizes greenhouse gas emissions.  

2. Preserving resources means lesser amount of energy is expended in 

production, usage and disposal of products. 

3. Conserving energy prevents financial crisis. 

4. Green IT even focuses on reforming government policies to encourage 

reusing of products and minimizing consumption of energy by every 

industrialist and business professionals. 

5. Green IT eliminates the risks of cancer and nerve damaging caused due to 

the computers. Figure 2 shows 3R’S of Sustainable Development. 

 

 
 

Figure 2 3R’S of Sustainable Development [18] 

 

2 How Green Computing Originated? 
 

The term “green computing” probably came into existence in the year 

1992 when the environmental protection agency (EPA) in United States 

launched Energy Star program. In 1992, the Environmental Protection 

Agency (EPA) began promoting all kinds of energy efficient hardware along 

with climate control equipments, and other technologies and it was regarded 

as Energy Star. [3] 

Gradually the Energy Star label became a popular label, mainly 

in notebook computers and displays. Similar programs have also been 

launched in some countries of Europe and Asia. The sleep mode feature is an 

efficient step which was then incorporated among consumer electronics to 

reduce the energy consumption. Just after the launch of Energy Star program, 

the term “green computing” came into existence shortly. 
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Green computing has been encouraged by many governmental agencies 

by following all the laid standards. The energy star label programme was 

revised in October 2006 which included stricter efficiency requirements for 

computer equipment and a tier based ranking system for approved products. 

By 2008, 26 US states organized state wide programs based on recycling of 

old, outdated computers and other electronic articles. It became an important 

step towards promotion of green computing worldwide. This initiative 

proved to be a source of great inspiration for some other parts of the world. 

In 2010, President Obama signed the American Recovery and 

Reinvestment Act (ARRA) which authorized over $90 billion to be invested 

in green initiatives (renewable energy, smart grids, energy efficiency, 

etc.)Out of this $90 billion, $47 million   were granted for the projects that 

aimed to improve the energy efficiency of data centers. 

 

3 Impact of Information Technology on Environment  
 

IT has a great impact on our environment. Beginning from computer’s 

production, throughout its life span, and till its disposal, every stage poses 

environmental problems. A lot of energy is wasted in production of 

computers and their peripherals. Their components and raw materials 

generates a huge amount of toxic waste. All these directly or indirectly 

increase carbon dioxide emissions resulting in increase of earth’s 

temperature. 

Servers, computers, data communication equipments, and cooling 

systems for data centers are consuming electrical energy at a very fast rate. 

This increased rate of energy consumption leads to increased dissipation of 

green house gases. About a ton of carbon dioxide is generated every year by 

each personal computer which is in use. Components of computers contain a 

lot of environmentally unfriendly materials. As the computer using 

population is increasing , simultaneously more and more people are 

discarding a large number of old PC’s , their monitors and other additional 

devices and most of these disposed systems find their place in landfills, 

resulting in increased land pollution and water contamination because of  

emission of various hazardous  materials from the disposed electronic 

components.  

The increased rate of computer usage, along with their regular 

replacements, make IT a major cause of global warming. Due to this reason , 

all the IT industrialists and business professionals are under pressure to 

develop solutions for  this serious matter .We must join our hands to 

safeguard our mother Earth .We all should collectively take  responsibility to 

save the natural resources  for our future generations. 

Over the period of time, the increased use of computers have   increased 

manifold. The combined effect of energy needed to run these devices and 

electricity required to maintain the cooling infrastructure for these devices 

have a harsh impact on the environment [9]. This is an area of serious 

concern and need to be dealt strictly adopting green computing techniques. 

Though the use of computer systems and IT services reduces human 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Governmental
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Recovery_and_Reinvestment_Act
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Recovery_and_Reinvestment_Act
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efforts and make our   lives easier and faster but on the other side these 

systems consume a lot of power, resulting in increase of CO2 content in our 

environment[7]. Since the computer systems  and other computing devices  

also utilize power energy even when these are idly kept and not in any proper 

use so the data centers require  a  huge amount  of power and cooling 

systems,  and if these desirable systems are insufficient then it will lead to a 

lot of energy loss.  

Studies reveal that most of the data centers don’t have sufficient amount 

of cooling capacities which is one of the major   cause of environmental 

pollution. The Climate Savers Computing Initiative estimates that out of the 

total power delivered to a computer, half of the power is wasted.[5]  

 Due to these issues, nature is being affected by e-wastes, leading human 

life to great danger. Most of the components which are used to build the 

popular computers are not only disadvantageous to the environment, but is 

also potential to harm the humans.  

That’s why it is very essential to find a way to handle computers and its 

hardware equipments to protect our earth from such E-hazards. Thus we need 

to promote green computing for conserving our earth from the harmful 

effects of computing devices by adopting the core principles of sustainability. 

                   Figure 3 shows Impact of IT on Environment. 

 

 
 

Figure 3 Impact of IT on Environment [10] 

 

4 Practices of Green Computing 
 

Some practices or strategies need to be built and need to be followed 

strictly in order to make earth a better place to live in. Below listed practices 

are some of the green practices every individual can perform to contribute in 

preserving our environment. 
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4.1 Shutting Down Your Computer 
 

A single step by each and every individual can give a valuable 

contribution towards saving our planet Earth. We should switch off our 

computers when not in use so that computer and its devices do not consume 

too much power.[3]  Figure 4 shows Shutting Down PC. 

 
 

Figure 4 Shutting Down PC [17] 

 

4.2 Keeping in Sleep Mode 
 

Sleep mode is a very useful feature added in various electronic devices. 

We must put our pc’s and laptops on sleep mode when kept idle for a lesser 

period of time because computers in sleep mode consume less power. It is 

also convenient to keep your computers in sleep mode if you have to work on 

it just after few minutes of time interval. So we should make it a habit to 

keep our pc’s in sleep mode when not in use for a short duration rather than 

shutting them down. Figure 5 shows Allowing PC in Sleep Mode. 

 
 

Figure 5 Allowing PC in Sleep Mode [22] 
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4.3 Avoid Screen Savers 
 

We should keep the screen savers of our pc’s off as it is one of the major 

reasons for electricity usage even when the computer is kept idle. Though 

screen savers look pretty and adorable but they are charging you a high 

amount of electricity bill. Still if you are very much fond of screen savers, 

you can use a screen saver for a little while before turning off your display. 

For example you can set a screen saver to turn on after five to 6 minutes and 

then have the monitor automatically power off after ten minutes. So avoiding 

screen savers can be a minimal effort every individual can put to contribute 

in saving our planet, Earth. Figure 6  shows Stop Screensavers to Reduce 

Electricity Usage. 

 

 
 

Figure 6 Stop Screensavers to Reduce Electricity Usage [21] 

 

4.4 Recycling E-Waste 
 

It is a process of reusing or recycling of electronic waste like old and 

unused computers, monitors, CPU’s etc. Instead of throwing them, we should 

always try to donate them to some charitable organizations or should submit 

them to the municipal or private recycling bodies. Figure 7 shows Image 

Depicting E-Waste Recycling. 

 
Figure 7 Image Depicting E-Waste Recycling [16] 
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4.5 Telecommunication  
 

Telecommunication is an effective method to implement green 

computing. Teleconferencing or Tele work  are the terms used as efficient 

ways to practice green computing. These new technologies are very 

important since they reduce the harmful impact of IT on environment leading 

to control in carbon dioxide gas dissipations and environmental pollution 

[3].Reduction in green house gases emissions will lead to minimization of 

effects of global warming like melting of glaciers, enormous increase in 

temperature during summers etc. Figure 8 shows Telecommunication. 

 

 
 

Figure 8 Telecommunication [20] 

                                                     

4.6 Use of Products with Greater Stars 
 

The energy efficiency of the appliances such as air conditioners ranging 

from one to ten stars is indicated by energy star label. Greater the number of 

stars, higher is the efficiency rate of the gadget. So it is very easy to go green 

just by purchasing electronic devices on the basis of energy stars given to a 

product.[1] Figure 9  shows Energy Star Label. 

 

 
 

Figure 9 Energy Star Label [15] 

 

4.7 Select Better System Devices  
 

We should choose better system devices for practicing green computing. 

For example, instead of using the CRT or the Cathode Ray Tube monitors  
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which dissipate a large amount of electric heat ; we can use  liquefied crystal 

display (LCD) and the replacement of  the  LCD  monitors with  LED  

monitors  is marked to be  the  best  idea as a lot of  heat energy is dissipated 

by  fluorescent bulbs.[3][4]. Figure 10  shows Denoting Proper Use of 

System Devices. 

 

 
Figure 10 Denoting Proper Use of System Devices [14] 

 

4.8 Efficient Use of Printers  
 

We should not turn on the printers until we are not ready to print. 

Printers consume energy even when they are not in use. We should not print 

out duplicates of any official papers unless it is essential.  

 

5 New Technologies Promoting Green Computing 
 

Technology is continuously expanding and advancing day by day and no 

device remains new more than a few months. This has led to the emergence 

of a new computing area, known as Green computing. Some new innovations 

in this area have been explained below. 

Blackle : It is a web search tool website fuelled by Google Search. 

Blackle was developed keeping in mind the fact that our PC consumes 74W 

power when the screen is white in colour, like the Google home page and it 

expends just 59W when the screen is dark. Based on this fact, if each one of 

us replace Google with Blackle, our planet earth would save 750MW power 

per year. Figure 11 shows Blackle. 

 

 
 

Figure 11 Blackle [12] 
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Fit- PC’s  : A little computer system that expends only 5W power, came 

in the market with the name , Fit- PC. It is absolutely noiseless, yet fit 

enough to run Windows XP or Linux operating system. Fit-PC is compact 

sized, whereas other popular pc’s are very cumbersive and power inefficient. 

The power drawn by Fit-PC in a day is equal to the amount of power used by 

a normal pc in one hour. Figure 12 shows Fit – PC. 

 

 
Figure 12 Fit – PC [11] 

 

Effective Zonbu Computers: The Zonbu computer is another power 

effective PC which expends only 33% of the force of a common light. The 

system can run the linux working framework with a 1.2 gigahertz processor 

and having 512 Meg of RAM. It doesnot has any mobile components and it 

even contains a fan inside it. Figure 13 shows Zonbu computer. 

  

 
 

Figure 13 Zonbu computer [13] 

 

Wi-Fi Scheduler: Wi-Fi scheduler is one of the most simplest 

innovation, a simple step towards green computing. It is a very useful 

application which allows you to schedule an arrangement for some specific 

hours when the wireless network will be powered on or off to conserve 

energy along with enhancement of security. It is a very efficient approach for 

saving battery life by scheduling Wi-Fi to turn off when you know you won’t 

be using it. For example when you know you will be engaged in some other 

work or with some coming guests[25].  
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Conserving Power by length of Cable: The length of any Ethernet 

cable connected to the Green verified switches can be easily analyzed by 

such switches for suitable adjustment of   power usage, thus helping us in 

taking a  step towards energy conservation without affecting any networking 

performance [25]. Figure 14 shows Power Reduction by Cable Length. 

 

 
Figure 14 Power Reduction by Cable Length [25] 

 

Smart FAN - Conventionally, there are fans inside various network 

equipments to cool down the devices. They are made to run constantly 

without the consent that whether they are required or not. Green technology 

brought the concept of Smart Fan technology which either turns off  the fan 

automatically or lowers the speed of the fan in order to minimize the power 

consumption and the noise produced whenever the temperature of the system 

becomes low[25]. 

The Asus Eee PC: The Asus Eee PC belongs to the versatile class of 

PCs, well known for its compact size, low power devouring CPU with small 

screen. These advantages empowers this PC to run more effectively and 

utilize less power than a standard   portable computer.[6] We must buy this 

PC and also encourage others to buy such technologies which consume less 

power and lower our electricity bills. Figure 15  shows Asus Eee PC. 

 
Figure 15 Asus Eee PC [19] 
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Time-Based Power over Ethernet (PoE) - Time-based PoE 

optimization switches PoE on or off  on the basis of a schedule fixed initially  

to reduce more  power consumption. When PoE devices are kept idle on the 

weekends or may be during the nights,the power over ethernet will be 

disabled or switched off i.e. it will be automatically switched off when not in 

use and will remain on  until it is required.[25]Thus this will prove to be a 

green practice and a small effort to promote green computing. Figure16 shows 

Power over Ethernet hub. 
 

 
 

Figure16 Power over Ethernet hub [25] 

 
6 Results& Discussion 
    

6.1 Research Challenges  
 

Energy is one of the most precious asset humans possess, a major portion 

of which is now being exhausted to power up the laptops, computers and its 

peripherals. Many researchers have raised these issues from time to time and 

some of them have also taken desirable steps. Still there are many fields left 

untouched. Following are some noticeable research fields in green 

computing. 

Reduction in complex architecture: A lot of research work is required 

to be done in the area of reducing no. of components to diminish maximum 

usage of system. [8] 

High efficient data center: Efficiency of Bigger data centers can be 

increased more than smaller data centers. Concept of Power Usage  
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Effectiveness (PUE) is one of the mandatory parameter for measuring this.  It 

measures the amount of power being utilized to run the IT devices itself 

rather than all the other things. Thus, it is quite a big challenge to maintain 

the power efficiency of big data centers.[8].  

Wireless Sensors for Data center cooling:  Data center cooling is an 

important issue regarding power utilization. Data centers are the building 

blocks of any computing organizations and must be accessible every time 

when needed.  Thus, for managing the data centers power expenditure, 

Wireless sensors will prove to be a good option. 

Movement for Green Softwares: A recent research area for most of the 

software developing  companies  is  green softwares movement. Though 

many of the researchers have worked on technical solutions for green 

software, but only a few out of them viewed green software from the 

business prospect. Many Business organizations are treading towards green 

softwares and rapidly taking some essential steps in this domain [8]. 

 

6.2 Discussion 
 

As the performance and the dimension of computer application is 

increasing, so our understanding of the amount and scarcity of the energy 

required to power them, as well as the material requirement for its 

production.  Computing  developments  can  enable  individuals  and  

businesses  to  adopt  greener lifestyles and work formats, in issues of the 

environmental debate computing is definitely both part of the problem and 

part of the solution. [5] 

By adopting environment friendly usage  (such  as  sleep mode during 

short intervals of inactivity and other power conserving initiatives), and by 

using low power devouring recent technical innovations like fit –pc and 

Zonbu computers, we can promote the valuable concept of green computing . 

Looking upon the recent researches and implementations of green 

computing  we can understand that the day is just few years later when we 

will wonder that we humans used to work on the pc’s which used to draw 

around 100-200W of power per hour. The computing industries respond to 

the rapid changes much more easily than other sectors. Researchers reveal 

that most PC’s which are being utilized in various companies enter into a 

landfill after only a few years of service. This shows clearly that a huge 

crowd of the population is rapidly discarding old computers and adapting 

new ones on regular basis. 

Since we are living in an era where every month ,a new technology is 

being noticed, emerging into the market , so we can hope that it will talk only 

a matter of years to reach a stage where PC’s will be far less power 

consuming as they are today.  

Green Computing objectives can only be achieved successfully if we 

take into consideration the two essential approaches, Longevity of product 

and its durability. Longevity of a computing device will allow more 
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utilization of the gadgets and thus it will reduce the manufacturing rate of the 

products. It is for sure that government rules and regulations will definitely 

force the computer manufacturing companies to increase the production of 

durable devices. 

Technology has an active contribution in achieving the objectives of 

Green Computing. Information Technology industry has taken the 

responsibility to achieve green computing in various sectors.  Recycling of 

old computers, minimal usage of paper, emergence of virtualization and 

cloud computing, and development of power management technologies are 

the major initiatives taken to promote Green computing.  

Still there are enormous challenges to achieve Green Computing. It is 

mandatory to appreciate the efforts put by the Government and Non-

Government agencies. Government regulations are pressurizing the computer 

manufacturing companies to promote green IT and to preserve our energy 

resource.  

All these initiatives still have limited approach  and  currently  efforts are  

being  made  to drastically reduce the consumption of energy and  electronic 

waste but  in  future, Green  Computing  will  be  depending  upon efficiency 

and Green products.   

In future, research work will be a major approach in green computing in 

academics since this is an emerging discipline and there is much more need 

to be done.  More research work in this field need to be done especially 

within academic sector. 

 

7 Conclusion 
 

Green computing , also known by the name Green ICT or Green IT, 

includes the initiatives or practices undertaken  for sustainable computing 

,conserving the energy resource for future generations. 

Though Computer systems and IT services make our lives easier and 

faster but on the other hand they are responsible for greater  power loss 

which leads to carbon dioxide emission. Since laptops , PC’s and their 

related devices use power even when they are kept idle for some time , it is 

mandatory to look upon  solutions through green IT to protect our 

environment. 

Some of the steps each and every individual can take are shutting down 

pc when not in use, putting pc in sleep mode, not using screensavers, using 

energy star labeled products etc. We looked upon various benefits of green 

computing and we learnt how reducing, reusing and recycling can be 

beneficial in the mission of green computing.   

In the coming  years there is a scope of appreciable amount of  research 

work that is required   to  be  done  in  the  field  of  green  computing. 

Research could be concentrated around building much more energy efficient 

data centers and cloud computing.  [9]  
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Corporate organizations must take more green initiatives.  All PC 

manufacturing industrialists must work jointly for building a green world. 

[9]Otherwise, the human race will face severe problems in the coming years.  

There are as such no limitations of this survey but in future it is expected that 

there will be lot of research related to green computing. There is   scope of 

future improvement of this work. 

It can be observed that energy conservation and thus green computing is 

the foremost requirement of the era. As the time is passing, humans are being 

completely dependable on the computers and thus they are being increasingly 

used everywhere. This makes it compulsory to implement procedures of 

green computing throughout every stage of the product’s life span.  

 Thus , from the reports and researches , it can be concluded that  in order 

to have a healthy and clean environment , all  stake     holders must work 

collaboratively for a clean and  green environment for our and next 

generations. 
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